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KURRINDA ON THE TRACK

W H A T S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G

Satin Stiletto breaks her maiden beating the older horses in the process. A very exciting
Filly with bigger targets on her radar to further enhance her residual value which has sky
rocketed since purchasing her as a yearling.

We attended the Magic Millions Adelaide sale where we managed to pick up 2 very nice
yearlings, a Zoustar Colt out of 2 time Group 1 winner Savvy Coup to be trained by Matthew
Dale, and a Tagaloa filly that will see us venture into Victoria and an exciting new
partnership with Mitch Freedman Racing.

The "OFF 'N' RACING" Kurrinda Bloodstock podcast Episodes 8 and 9 are out now. We had a
quick recap on the year so far, as well as sitting down with Group 1 winning trainer David
Pfieffer, a very entertaining chat and definitely worth the listen.

OPEN DAY ANNOUCEMENT 

YEARLING PURCHASES 2024
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COME ALONG FOR WHAT PROMISESCOME ALONG FOR WHAT PROMISES
TO BE A GREAT DAY RSVP NOWTO BE A GREAT DAY RSVP NOW



LADIES HORSE 10% REMAINS
TIME TO REIGN X MANDAWARA FILLY



Lyrical Beauty resumed first up in the TAB Highway for trainer Matt Dale. With no
Highways over the Sydney Carnival for the next while we thought we would take a
throw at the stumps and have a crack despite the 1000m being less than ideal for
Lyrical. “Aussie Tom” Tom Marquand was booked to ride, one of the leading jockeys
in the world. We anticipated plenty of speed so barrier 10, although not ideal, we
still felt we could get some cover as they were seeming to come off the rail in the
earlier races. Lyrical jumped fair, she didn’t quite manage to get the cover we were
hoping for, racing wide throughout. Despite on paper there being a lot of speed, it
turned out to be a crawl going very slow before turning into a sprint in the home
straight which just caught Lyrical for pace before tiring late. She was brave in
defeat, she will come on a lot for the run in what was a very strong Highway and no
doubt will be very competitive out to 1200m next start.

LYRICAL BEAUTY
                2/3 ROYAL RANDWICK 1000M 8th/13

KURRINDA ON THE TRACK

SATIN STILETTO
                12/3 GOULBURN TRIAL 1000M 4th/9

Satin Stiletto stepped out at her home track in what was a very competitive trial
against the older horses with some much bigger and seasoned opposition. Her
regular rider at the Matt Dale stable, Jockey Richard Bensley, was in the saddle.
Satin pinged the gates with Bensley opting to take her back; she travelled
beautifully throughout the trial in the middle of the pack, not to be intimidated by
the much bigger, more furnished older horses around her. Satin loomed up the
middle of the pack alongside her stablemate, the $500k earner and stakes placed
Mystery Shot, to finish a close 4th under a tight hold, showing she's ready to head
to the races and has come back in fantastic order.



HALF CROWN
 19/3 DEAGON TRIAL 1200M 2ND/4

Half Crown had a nice tick over trial at Deagon under Jockey Michael Rodd after a great
1st up run he suffered a minor setback that saw him miss some work but judging by his
trial performance he is back on track and ready to head to the races. A very positive sign
from him as he has always been the type of horse that tends to not trial well but always
shows up on race day with a very honest performance. He was due to head back to
midweek metro level at Doomben only for the races to be washed out and will now head
to Ipswich April 1st as we look to get him back to the races.

PUZZLE DRAGON
 19/3 GOSFORD TRIAL 1000M 4TH/8

Puzzle Dragon stepped out at the trials for only the 2nd time in his career when
bumping into none other than Storm Boy at the trials last prep. Jumping well from the
outside barrier, Jockey Ash Morgan elected to take him back in order to further his
education. Still showing greenness throughout and off a tough run wide with no cover,
turning for home the widest of all, he came home nicely, hitting the line well. A nice
step forward for a horse that has shown us good ability in these early parts of his career
and he will benefit a lot from the experience.



BOSTON
ROCKS MALABOOM

SATIN
STILETTO

METROPOLITAN WINNER OF
$177K FROM JUST 7 STARTS
TO DATE, A BIG FUTURE IN
STORE FOR THIS SON OF
HELLBENT WITH HIM BEING
ONLY LIGHTLY RACED TO
DATE THERE IS PLENTY
MORE TO COME.

MALABOOM ALREADY HAS
THAT ELUSIVE BLACK TYPE
IN WINNING THE TWO YEAR
OLD LISTED CALAWAY GAL
STAKES AT JUST HER 2ND
START, ONLY LIGHTLY
RACED THERE IS PLENTY IN
STORE FOR HER

EXCITING STAKES PLACED
TWO YEAR OLD FILLY ON
DEBUT, SHE HAS A BRIGHT
FUTURE AHEAD BOTH ON
AND OFF THE TRACK NOW
BEING A VALUABLE HALF
SISTER TO GROUP 1 PLACED
I AM UNSTOPPABLE. 

CONTACT MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT

GEORGE@KBLOODSTOCK.COM.AU
0455612243

WWW.KBLOODSTOCK.COM.AU OFFICE@KBLOODSTOCK.COM.AU
1300 KURRINDA

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST
We have been very active at the yearling sales in 2024 purchasing

15 high quality yearlings, some of which are already completely
sold out. Check out some of the exciting opportunities available.  

WHY KURRINDA BLOODSTOCK?



MALABOOM
23/3 EAGLE FARM 1000m 2ND/8

Malaboom returned to the races after a minor setback. She was given a nice trial at
Goulburn earlier in the month where she ran 2nd under a hold to future Group 1 The
Galaxy placegetter Front Page, so we were confident we had her right heading north to
take advantage of the valuable QTIS bonus prize money on offer. Leading QLD Jockey
James Orman was booked and with a good barrier, we were confident despite the 8
weeks between runs. We were hoping to take a sit on her from the barrier and get some
cover but her natural gate speed and pace meant nothing could go with her in the
initial part of the race. So, Orman elected to let her naturally find the lead and dictate
the race. Turning into the home straight, she gave a good kick to go 3 lengths clear. She
was very brave as she was a sitting duck to the closers, but she fought all the way to the
line to go down in a photo finish. A stride before and after the line, she was in front - an
agonising defeat, but great to see her run so tractable. In the aftermath of the race,
Orman reported that Malaboom lost a shoe at the 350m mark right when the pressure
was coming on, so it was a huge run considering. It was great to see her back to her best
for all of her ownership group.



PRIVATE HARRY
27/3 NEWCASTLE TRIAL 800m 1ST/8

Private Harry stepped out at the trials under jockey Ash Morgan looking to build on his
last prep where he showed plenty of ability. A strong field lined up with last start metro
winners, stakes placed and rock hard fit opposition he jumped from an inside barrier
showing fair gate speed as the Gai Waterhouse horse jumped best. Harry quickly found
the front under a hold with all the runners electing to come wide for the better ground
Ash Morgan cut the corner on Private Harry quickly putting 3 lengths on them eased
toward the finish to win by a comfortable 2 lengths despite still showing signs of
greenness, it was another impressive display with the clock backing it up running
quicker time than any other trial that day over the 800m including the open trials.
Exciting times ahead for all involved in him.

LYRICAL BEAUTY
28/3 WAGGA 1200m 3RD/14

Lyrical Beauty returned to the races stepping up to the 1200m with Jockey Danny
Beasley in the saddle. She didn’t do herself any favours when missing the start, she
then rushed through the pack having to work early, once she got to one off the leader
she finally relaxed in the run. On turning into the straight Danny held her together
trying to conserve her after just having to work that bit more than we would have liked
early on. Lyrical kicked a couple of lengths clear to only tire late, just the early work and
the big weight of 61kg taking its toll late on. Still a great run from her and she will be
very hard to beat next start, a consistent filly for her ownership group.



Satin Stiletto returned to the races to take on the older horses after a successful 1st
prep. We looked to get that all-important 2yo maiden win on the board to further
enhance her residual value. She was partnered by her regular track work rider, Richard
Bensley. She showed a very professional attitude; with one go off in the barriers, she
stood there very quietly. She showed great gate speed, jumping well and finding the
rail, crossing the inside runner. Getting a great spot in behind the leader, she travelled
sweetly. On turning into the straight, the leader kicked a couple of lengths clear, still
showing some inexperience, not knowing how to fully let down quite yet and on shifty
ground conditions. She showed great toughness as the leader, the much bigger, older
horse, lay out on top of her. She was not fazed, hitting the front and was very soft to the
line for a good win. Perfectly placed by the Matt Dale team and beautifully ridden by
Richard Bensley, she will take a lot of benefit from the experience and will have bigger
targets on the horizon. Congratulations to everyone involved in her.

SATIN STILETTO
28/3 WAGGA 1000m 1ST/10

Eyes on the prize for Satin Stiletto
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Episode 8 and 9 Kurrinda Bloodstock’s 
Off ‘N‘Racing podcast available now

                  Listen now on Spotify and Youtube



INTRODUCING THE GIRLS

Why we purchased her?

PEDIGREE: This Filly is by Yulong Stud’s exciting young sire Tagaloa and out of the Sebring mare
Jasmine Wind. Tagaloa was an impressive winner of the 2 year old Group 1 Blue Diamond Stakes.
Her dam Jasmine Wind has a pedigree littered with black type being a sister to no less than three
individual stakes performers and is a from a family we know quite well.

TYPE: This Filly was one of the best moving fillies at the Magic Millions Adelaide sale, she is a very
athletic individual, well balanced and covers the ground with ease. She oozed class and showed a
fantastic attitude throughout, we quickly zone in on her as the filly of the sale.

NURSERY: This Filly comes of Rathmore Bloodstock, one of South Australia’s most astute
nurseries with a reputation for producing quality racehorses.

TRAINER: This Filly will be trained by Mitch Freedman Racing. Mitch is one of the hottest up and
coming trainers in Australia with the likes of Group 1 performers Attrition and Skybird. This filly
will be trained out of the state of the art Ballarat facilities and will have every chance.

BONUS: This Filly is eligible for the lucrative Magic Millions race series and VOBIS bonus scheme.

TAGALOA X JASMINE WIND



SO YOU THINK X BELLEVUE GIRL
Why we purchased her?

PEDIGREE: This filly is by the multiple worldwide Group 1 winning stallion So You Think, a dual
winner of the Cox Plate, sire of 55 stakes winners and 11 individual group 1 winners to date, he is
arguably one of Australia’s leading sires for a number of years now. She is out of the well related
Exceed and Excel winning mare Bellevue Girl, herself a full sister to the Group 3 and stakes
winning 2 year old winner Sugar Babe. This filly has a fantastic pedigree and holds great residual
value being a half sister to the Group 3 winning and Group 2 Todman stakes runner up Bellevue
Hill.

TYPE: She is a very well balanced filly who moved with great ease. She is a very athletic elegant
type that posses class in abundance and is a real queen, a must have for those with residual value
in mind.

NURSERY: She comes off the great Segenhoe Stud nursery the leading producer of stakes horses
over the past 5 years in Australia.

TRAINER: This filly will be trained by David Pfieffer out of the state of the art Warwick Farm,
Sydney facilities where she will be given every chance. David Pfieffer has already had great
success with the progeny of So You Think including $2.2 million earner Rocketing By.

BONUS: This Filly is eligible for the lucrative Magic Millions race series and BOBS bonus scheme.

22.5% REMAINS



Why we purchased her?

                                            Ladies Only Syndicate $1million Pink Bonus Series
The first registered horse home in each of the races listed below will be eligible for an additional
bonus, on top of the existing prize money payable, as outlined below.
• 2024 Inglis Banner, $500,000, Moonee Valley – $200,000 Inglis Pink Bonus
• 2024 Inglis Nursery, $500,000, Royal Randwick – $200,000 Inglis Pink Bonus
• 2025 Inglis Millennium, $2,000,000 – $400,000 Inglis Pink Bonus
• 2025 Inglis Sprint, $1,000,000, Flemington – $200,000 Inglis Pink Bonus

PEDIGREE: This Filly is by Time To Reign, a Stakes winning pre Christmas 2yo and Group 2 Sliver
Slipper winner. He is a ½ brother to dual Group 1 winner and Group 1 Golden Slipper winner She
Will Reign. Her dam Mandawara is a sister to 3 Group performers including the Group 1 winner
Manighar. She is already the producer of the Listed Breeders Plate winning 2yo Khan.

TYPE:  This Filly was the one we really zoned in on for our ladies only syndicate as we believe she
can get up and going early. She is very well balanced and a great mover, she has a fantastic
attitude & looks to match. 

NURSERY: She comes off the great farm of Glenlogan Park who produced the 2024 Inglis Millennium and
$400k Pink Bonus winner Fully Lit.

TRAINER:  She will be trained by Matthew Dale out of his state of the art Goulburn facilities and will get
every chance.

BONUS: This Filly is eligible for the Inglis race series, BOBS bonus scheme and Pink Bonus Scheme.

TIME TO REIGN X MANDAWARA FILLY 10% REMAINS



CASTELVECCHIO X RAKITNO FILLY

Why we purchased her?

PEDIGREE: This Filly is by Arrowfield Stud’s exciting young stallion Castelvecchio, a multiple
Group 1 winner on the track. He was an excellent winner of the Inglis Millennium before going on
to win the Group 1 Champagne Stakes, he would go on to even greater heights in his 3yo season
winning the Group 1 Rosehill Guineas before running 2nd in the Cox Plate as a 3yo at weight
for age. Rakitno is by champion sire Not A Single Doubt, a winner herself a 1200m she
possessed plenty of speed and is a ½ sister to the 2yo winning stakes placed Zellindi. 

TYPE: This Filly reminded us an awful lot of her dam sire Not A Single Doubt, she was well
put together, a great shape, well balanced, athletic and very much in the mould of what he
threw throughout his career at stud.

NURSERY: This Filly comes off Rheinwood Pastoral, in recent times Rheinwood have produced the
highly exciting colt Libertad a winner of the Group 3 Widden Kindergarten Stakes at 2 and the
Group 3 San Domenico highlighting their ability to produce top class racehorses to compete at
the highest level.

TRAINER: This Filly will be trained by David Pfieffer out of the state of the art Warwick Farm,
Sydney facilities where she will be given every chance.

BONUS: This Filly is eligible for the lucrative Inglis race series and BOBS bonus scheme.



TORONADO X SWIFT SIS FILLY

Why we purchased her?

PEDIGREE: This Filly is by Swettenham Stud’s dual Group 1 winning sire Toronado, as a stallion he
is in red hot form, already the sire of 6 individual Group 1 winners and 34 individual Stakes
winners worldwide, including 3 individual Group 1 winners in Australia. Her dam is the Stakes
placed mare Swift Sis a winner of no less than 9 races earning over $300k on the track from 1100-
1400m, she was a very speedy mare in her time and is well related being a 1/2 sister to the Group
3 winner Quick Feet.

TYPE: This Filly is a proper athlete very forward and precocious type, she is a great size for a first
foal, well put together but it was her walk that we fell in love with. She was one of the best
moving horses we have seen this year and one that we were not leaving the sale without.

NURSERY: She comes off the great Makybe Stud, a farm that needs no introduction having
produced the 3 time winning Melbourne Cup superstar mare Makybe Diva as multiple worldwide
Group 1 winner and stallion Starspangledbanner.

TRAINER:  She will be trained by Matthew Dale at his state of the of the art facilities in Goulburn
so she will get every opportunity.

BONUS: This Filly is eligible for the lucrative Inglis race series and VOBIS bonus scheme.

17.5% REMAINS



STAR TURN X BLEUE PEPITE

Why we purchased him?

PEDIGREE: This colt is by the Group 1 producing sire Star Turn and out of the Fastnet Rock
mare Bleue Pepite who has already produced top quality racehorses including the $400k
earner and 6 time winner Ruban Bleu as well as 5 time winner La Defense, she has done a
great job at stud to date. Bleue Pepite is a half sister to the Group 3 winning mare Think
Bleue.

TYPE: This Colt is extremely well balanced and a showed a fantastic willing workmanlike
attitude. He was well put together with plenty of scope. He has all the attributes to make
up into a very smart running type.

NURSERY: This colt comes from the Alexia Fraser Bloodstock nursery a young up and
coming nursery making a good name for itself in Queensland.

TRAINER:  He will be trained by recent $500k 2yo Magic Millions debutant winning training
Chris Anderson out of his state of the art Eagle Farm, Brisbane facilities.

BONUS: This Colt is eligible for the lucrative Magic Millions race series as well as BOTH the
BOBS and QTIS bonus scheme.

INTRODUCING THE BOYS



ZOUSTAR X SAVVY COUP

Why we purchased him?

PEDIGREE: By a Champion sire out of a Champion race mare.
This Colt is by Widden Stud’s Champion sire Zoustar, sire of 68 individual stakes
performers including Group 1 Winners Zougotcha, Mizzy and Sunlight. Zoustar well
renowned as one of the very best sires was Champion 1st, 2nd and 3rd season sire with
over $78 million in progeny earnings having sire 30 individual stakes 2 year old’s to date.
This Colt is out of dual Group 1 winning mare Savvy Coup, a Champion 3 year old on the
track herself. She won 6 times in her career from 1400m-2400m showing incredible mix
of speed and stamina throughout her career.
Zoustar has had yearlings sell for up to $3 million, with his progeny averaging $413k so far
in 2024 making this high quality colt exceptionally good value.

TYPE: He is a precocious running type that looks like he will get up and go early. He is well
muscled, forward and has a fantastic attitude to go with it.

NURSERY: This Colt was bred on the very same farm that is responsible for breeding Storm
Boy, an upbringing that will see him have every opportunity on the track.

TRAINER: He will be trained by Matthew Dale out of his state of the art Goulburn facilities.

BONUS: This Colt is eligible for the lucrative Magic Millions race series and BOBS bonus
scheme.



ANDERS X HAPPY PILGRIM COLT

Why we purchased him?

PEDIGREE: This Colt is by Anders, son of champion sire Not A Single Doubt. Anders first yearlings
have been hugely popular at the sale in 2024 with his yearlings averaging $194k at the January
Magic Millions sale making this colt great value. His dam Happy Pilgrim a 3 time winning half
sister to Snipzu the Group and Stakes placed dam of 5 runners for 5 winners including 3
individual Group and Stakes horses, most recently the twice Group 1 placed (Blue Diamond and
Inglis Sires Produce) Don Corleone. This Colt is a ½ brother to our very promising 2yo Private
Harry, a horse we have a very high opinion of.

TYPE:  He is a quality early looking sprinting type and shared a lot of similar characteristics to his
brother Private Harry. He had a great action and looks very precocious.

NURSERY: This Colt comes off Rheinwood Pastoral, in recent times Rheinwood have produced the
highly exciting colt Libertad a winner of the Group 3 Widden Kindergarten Stakes at 2 and the
Group 3 San Domenico (just like Anders) highlighting their ability to produce top class
racehorses to compete at the highest level.

TRAINER:  He is trained by Nathan Doyle out of the excellent state of the art Newcastle facilities just like
his brother.

BONUS: This Colt is eligible for the lucrative Inglis race series and BOBS bonus scheme.



Why we purchased him?

PEDIGREE: This Colt is by Newgate Farm’s exciting first season sire Cosmic Force, already
doing a great job with only a handful of runners so far producing 3 individual Stakes
horses including the Blue Diamond Prelude Group 3 runner up Stay Focused and Inglis
Nursery runner up Beer Baron.
His dam Miss Marilyn a winner at 1100m is a half sister to the illustrious Group 1 The Galaxy
sprint winning earner of over $1.7 million Mistegic and Stakes winner of no less than 11
individual wins Rightson.

TYPE: This Colt was a real standout for us at the sale from the moment we laid eyes on him
we knew we were bringing him home. He ticked a lot of boxes for us he moved effortlessly,
is so well balanced and oozed class. Every time we saw him he just came out and paraded
like the utmost professional.

NURSERY: He was presented at the Inglis Classic sale and comes off the Boutique nursery
Riverstone Lodge an upbringing that will see him have every chance for success on the track.

TRAINER:  He is trained by Nathan Doyle out of the excellent state of the art Newcastle facilities
just like his brother.

BONUS: This Colt is eligible for the lucrative Inglis race series and BOBS bonus scheme.

COSMIC FORCE X MISS MARILYN COLT



The owner for the month of March
is Rhys Columbus. We recently had
the pleasure of meeting Rhys at
the Adelaide sales. We have loved
having Rhys with us as an owner
and look forward to some exciting
times at the races, judging by the
fancy dress party efforts, Rhys and
his mate pictured dressed as
Lyrical Beauty and Danny Beasley.

Q- How did you get the initial interest in horse racing?
A- Dad owned racehorses growing up so always had a bit of a background interest. I follow a
number of sports pretty seriously, but nothing gave me the opportunity to get as involved as
horse racing, so it was the perfect fit for me!

Q- What has been your personal favourite racing moment as an owner?
A- Lyrical Beauty breaking her maiden will be tough to beat. Was in Bali with my mates
streaming the race, and I had the Bintang cracked when she went right past Sheetice at the 200!

Q- Best race you have ever seen?
A- Been so many belters, but in recent memory the 2023 Cox Plate is right up there. AB / Mr B /
Romantic Warrior battling it out, two of the best horses we have in Australia and a highly rated
foreign raider. Brilliant viewing!

Q- If you could own any horse of any era who? And why?
A- Will take the easy way out here and say Storm Boy, for obvious reasons! $$$

Q- One meeting or racecourse you would love to attend?
A- Royal Ascot in the UK is probably top of my racing bucket list at the moment.

QUESTION TIME

GET TO KNOW



Q- Why would you recommend people to get involved in racehorse ownership in Australia?
A- In my opinion, there isn't much out there that can provide the same excitement, community,
social experience and overall rewards of racehorse ownership. Since getting involved, I've
always had a story for mates or something for them to keep an eye on, whilst undergoing my
own educational journey. I love it, and I'll be an owner for life.

Q- If you could invite 3 people to dinner, dead or alive, who would you choose?
A- Tough one! Let's go with Devin Booker, Warren Buffett and Christopher Nolan.

Q- How would you personally go about getting more people involved in racing and why should
they?
A- Keep spreading the word and letting others join in the journey. I have a few mates who love
following Lyrical Beauty's career and I can tell they are getting closer to pulling the trigger
themselves. When they're ready, I'll be sending them directly to George!

Q- Why would you recommend someone to become an owner with Kurrinda Bloodstock based
on your experience so far?
A- I absolutely love the community, consistency, transparency and communication. You hear
plenty of horror stories from other owners with different syndicates, where owners are left in
the dark on the status and prospects of their horse. The weekly updates from Kurrinda ensure I
am always kept informed, plus the team of Sean, Gen and George are never far away if I have any
questions. Couldn't be more positive personally!

Quickfire round
Q- Black caviar or Winx?
A- Winx

Q- Melbourne Cup or Everest?
A- Everest

Q- Beer or wine?
A- YES!

Q- Watching the races at home, the pub, or attending the races?
A- Home.



NEW MERCHANDISE
We are delighted to announce a partnership with FanFave where you can now
purchase a wide range of NEW Kurrinda Bloodstock products. Not only that, but
you can also personalise them to put your horse's name on your hats, t-shirts,
and jackets. Here are just some of the products you can get your hands on today
by going on fanfave.com.au.


